
   
 
Press Release 

 

Banpu announces five winners for ‘Banpu Champions for Change 6’ 

Supporting Millennials to launch social enterprises that tackle key everyday social 

problems   

 

Bangkok, 13 September 2016 - Banpu Public Company Limited, a leading Asian energy company,  in 

partnership with Change Fusion today announced the five winners of ‘Banpu Champions for Change 6’ 

under the theme: Build Sustainable Social Enterprises From Daily Life Inspiration For Social Betterment.  

The winners will receive 200,000 Baht each, from a total of one million Baht worth of financial support, to 

help accelerate the profitable outcome and the social impact of their social enterprises. This year’s winners 

stand out for their creativity to address everyday-life issues that may be overlooked - namely stress, 

physical and mental health, and the environment, with multifaceted approaches to tackle them.  

 

Mrs. Udomlux Olarn, Head of Corporate Affairs, Banpu Public Company Limited said, “Banpu places 

high importance on sustainable development. We believe that both millennials and active social 

enterprises are the main locomotive of sustainable social and economic advancement in Thailand. Banpu 

Champions for Change was established six years ago as a platform for aspiring entrepreneurs to tackle a social 

issue while creating sustainable business.  We believe that participants will get hands-on experience which is 

essential to thrive in the business world and create a positive impact for society. This is reflected in our belief 

that ‘learning is the power of change and development.”   



   
 
 

After selecting proposals from a pool of young energetic entrepreneurs aged 20-35 in January, Banpu 

Champions for Change organized initial workshop. In the next round, 10 teams were selected to receive 50,000 

Baht to operate in the first phase, incubated with further workshops led by experts in areas such as marketing, 

finance and social development. Today five teams with outstanding ideas and performance were selected as 

the winners to receive 200,000 Baht in the final round. The winning teams are; 

 TP Packaging Solution – distributor of environmentally-friendly packaging solutions aimed to 

reduce foam use and enhance consumer health.  

 Relationflip – an online psychologist database aimed to encourage and facilitate public access to 

psychological treatment.  

 We Listen – an online platform that provides active listeners for people with stress and mental 

illness.   

 Yellow Hello – manufacturer of organic soy milk, utilizing the by-products of soy milk production 

for uses such as animal food and fertilizer, aimed at reducing supply chain waste to zero.  

 The Guidelight – an audio book focusing on self-improvement, aimed at creating learning, career 

opportunities and access to educational resources for the blind.  

 

Mr. Sunit Shrestha, Managing Director at Change Fusion Institute, a non-profit institute under the Thai 

Rural Reconstruction Movement Foundation under Royal Patronage, said “Social entrepreneurship is 

becoming more akin to mainstream entrepreneurship in Thailand. The younger generations in particular 

possess creative business outlooks and good ideas of what to do, while improving society. However, 

unfortunately due to lack of funding and essential knowledge for social enterprise sustainability, many of 

them may need to close down their business. This is where Banpu Champions for Change seeks to 

support them. The trending issues this year are ones that are easily overlooked in everyday life, yet this 

leaves a broad spectrum for social enterprise to create businesses from issues like stress, social 

inequality, health and environment threats.” 

 

“Throughout the five years of the program, Banpu Champions for Change has seen a lot of potential in the 

52 social enterprises that we have helped incubate. With 29 enterprises still scaling and continually 

creating positive impact for over 50 communities and 120,000 beneficiaries. Some have also entered into 

international business showcases that bring about broaden exposure and opportunities to grow their social 

enterprises. This is something far beyond Banpu’s and Change Fusion’s expectations.” 

 

Since the successful program started, apart from supporting the social enterprises in the first and second 

phase of the program each year, Banpu also partnered with Change Fusion and Ma:D, hub for social 

enterprise networks, to regularly organize workshops to provide counseling and business matching as well 



   
 
as keep track of ‘Banpu Champions for Change’ alumni. Ongoing support is also presented by inviting 

gurus to share trends and tips for the social entrepreneurs in order to help them prepare and adapt well in 

the market.  

 

For further information about the upcoming activities and application details for ‘Banpu Champions for 

Change 7’, please visit www.facebook.com/banpuchampions.  

 

Additional Photos 

Photo 1 

 

Banpu Public Company Limited, a leading Asian energy company, led by Mrs. Udomlux Olarn (center-right), Head 

of Corporate Affairs in partnership with Change Fusion, led by Mr. Sunit Shrestha (center-left), Managing 

Director, today announced the five winning social enterprises of ‘Banpu Champions for Change 6’ Project under the 

theme: Build Sustainable Social Enterprises From Daily Life Inspiration For Social Betterment.   
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Mrs. Udomlux Olarn, Head of Corporate Affairs, 

Banpu Public Company Limited 
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Mr. Sunit Shrestha, Managing Director at Change 

Fusion Institute, a non-profit institute under the Thai 

Rural Reconstruction Movement Foundation under Royal 

Patronage 
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Mr. Sunit Shrestha and Mrs. Udomlux Olarn 
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Relationflip 
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We Listen 
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TP Solution 
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The Guidelight 
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About Banpu Public Company Limited 

BANPU is a pioneering Asian energy company, operating business in coal, power generation, and integrated energy sectors in nine 

countries; Thailand, Indonesia, China, Australia, Lao PDR, Mongolia, Singapore, Japan and the United States of America.  

 
“Learning is the Power of Change and Development”  
Based on our firm belief that ‘learning’ powers constructive change and sustainable development of people and society, Banpu’s CSR 
activities emphasize on the promotion and development of continued “learning” among young people and communities in various 
forms. Banpu supports sustainable development of communities and society through a number of learning opportunities, for both 
individuals and teams, ranging from learning through daily real-life experiences, and learning in-and-outside of the classrooms, to 
hands-on practices which enhance capabilities and skills. 
 
 
For further information, (press) please contact: 

Hill+Knowlton Strategies Thailand  
Walaisamorn Bheungnoi Tel. 02.627.3501 ext. 222 
wbheungnoi@hkstrategies.com 
Parima Phoopat02.627.3501ext.204 
pphoopat@hkstrategies.com 

Banpu Public Company Limited  
Ornsiri Vorayos Tel. 02.694.6923 
ornsiri_v@banpu.co.th 
Duangkamol Saleerat Tel. 02.694.6852 
duangkamol_s@banpu.co.th  
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